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Here are the steps you need to follow in other to build a growth
mindset so that you can overcome binge eating permanently even if

you have struggled with food all your life 

Observe Your Mindset

The first step is to observe your mindset and how it controls you. This means paying
attention to your thoughts and emotions so that you know what triggers you and when. 
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Build a Safe Space

The second step is to build a safe space for growth. This safe space is unconditional self-
acceptance. Unconditional self-acceptance means you accept yourself even when faced
with a challenge, a binge, a craving, a distressful number on the scale, a negative emotion
or thought, or a disturbing remark on your shape. 
 
Whatever happens, once you’ve accepted yourself without conditions, you’ll be OK.
Because you no longer put conditions on feeling good about yourself. This is the opposite of
what women who contact me usually do. 
 
That’s why I have decided to create a program to help women build unshakable self-
acceptance. Click here to be notified when it's ready before anyone else. 
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Change the Way You 

Evaluate Success

The third step is to radically change the way you evaluate success. In short, success in the
growth mindset is taking on big challenges, trying new strategies and tactics, and following
through with effort. I don’t believe that binge eating recovery requires massive effort, but it
does require your persistence, dedication, curiosity, and courage. 
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Build Faith in Your Ability 

to Recover

The fourth step is to build faith in your ability to recover. That happens when you focus on
progress and release the fear of making a mistake. That makes recovery exciting and builds
your motivation to keep going. 
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Remove Internal Blocks 

to Recovery

The fifth step is removing internal blocks to recovery. I used to call it my mental prison. One
example could be that you’ve tagged yourself as bad and undeserving of joy, happiness, or
success for the rest of your life. The tell-tale sign of an internal block is apathy, boredom,
and not taking productive action. Depending how deep this is, it may require some form of
therapy. 
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Change Your Expectations

The sixth step is to change your expectations. What do you expect from you? Most women
who contact me relapse because they don’t have their expectations right. 
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This is what I have done when desperately trying to recover from love addiction. I got it so
bad that any break-up would tear my heart apart, even after only a couple of months of
dating. It made me feel flawed to the core. Then something clicked in me and I tried a new
approach.  
 
I explored which beliefs were holding me back. I used mentors, followed several coaches,
bought books, went to therapy… tried anything I could until I got better and better at
becoming someone who could create a healthy and loving relationship.  
 
I also dropped a whole set of coaches who teach women that if they can’t find a good man,
it’s because they are not feminine enough or something is wrong with them. I felt putting
100% of the blame on me was unconstructive and disrespectful. I feel the same way about
the weight-loss industry who loves to make women feel shameful for binge eating.  
 

Once you have accepted that there are steps and that you’re not going to get it

all perfect all the time and that’s OK, you will be able to refine your approach

until you find what works for you. You will find the peace and patience you

need to overcome binge eating for the rest of your life. 
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And what I have discovered was that giving up on looking for my soulmate was a mistake.
My first few dates were a disaster. But I learned from each one, and I’m now in a
relationship I couldn’t have even dreamed possible five years ago. It is not perfect. That, too,
is a work in progress. But it is growing with love, understanding, and intimacy everyday! 
 
And now it is clear to me is that it doesn’t matter who we are, but who we become. 
So start focusing on what kind of person you need to become in order to have the
relationship with food you want. 
 
One thing I know for absolutely certain is that building unshakable self-acceptance will make
this process a million times easier. I have a program coming up that is focusing on this
single step. I will make it really affordable because I want to help as many women as I can.  
 
Get on the VIP list so you can jump ahead of the line and access it before it is available to
the public. You’ll also be getting access to a special VIP discount and a special VIP Bonus! 

BECOME AN UNSHAKABLE 

SELF-ACCEPTANCE VIP

JOIN THE FREE COMMUNITY
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